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abstRact
Many studies have used melt inclusions (MI) to track the pre-eruptive volatile history of magmas.
Often, the volatile contents of the MI show wide variability, even for MI hosted in the same phenocryst.
This variability is usually interpreted to represent trapping of a volatile-saturated melt over some range
groups of MI that were all trapped at the same time (referred to as a melt inclusion assemblage or
MIA) based on petrographic evidence, were analyzed to test the consistency of the volatile contents
of MI that were all trapped simultaneously from the same melt.
MIA hosted in phenocrysts from White Island (New Zealand) and from the Solchiaro eruption on
the Island of Procida (Italy) were analyzed by secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). In most MIA,
H2O, F, and Cl abundances for all MI within the MIA are consistent (relative standard errors <27%,
with the exception of two MIA), indicating that the MI all trapped a melt with the same H2O, F, and Cl
concentrations and that the composition was maintained during storage in the magma as well as during
and following eruption. In several MIA, S abundances are consistent (relative standard errors <33%,
2 (White Island and Solchiaro MIA) showed
wide variability in several MIA. The result is that some MIA display a wide range in CO2 content at
approximately constant H2O. Similar trends have previously been interpreted to represent degassing
in an ascending (or convecting) magma body. However, the CO2 vs. H2O trends obtained in this study
cannot represent degassing paths because the MI were all trapped at the same time (same MIA). This
requires that all of the MI within the MIA trapped a melt of the same composition (including volatile
content) and at the same temperature and pressure (depth). The cause of the variable concentration of
CO2
during trapping, heterogeneities within individual MI, post-entrapment crystallization within the MI,
or C-contamination during sample preparation. These results suggest that trends showing variable
CO2 and relatively uniform H2O obtained from MI may not represent trapping of volatile-saturated
melts over a range of pressure, and care must be taken when interpreting volatile contents of MI to
infer magma degassing paths.
Results of this study have been used to estimate the uncertainties in volatile concentrations of MI
determined by SIMS analysis. The H2O, F, and Cl contents have an average estimated uncertainty of
11, 9, and 12%, respectively, which is consistent with the SIMS analytical error. In contrast, the S and
CO2 contents have an average estimated uncertainty of 24 and 69%, respectively, which is considerably larger than the SIMS analytical error.
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intRoDuction
During the last several decades the number of publications
describing the use of melt inclusions (MI) to determine the preeruptive volatile contents of magmas has increased significantly
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(Anderson et al. 1989; Audétat and Lowenstern 2014; De Vivo
and Bodnar 2003; Lowenstern 1995; Métrich and Wallace 2008).
In fact, MI provide the only direct method of determining the
pre-eruptive volatile content of a magma. In many MI studies,
the volatile contents of MI from the same sample (and sometimes
from the same phenocryst) vary widely (Métrich and Wallace
2008 and references therein). Some workers have interpreted

